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Abstract-The properties of a neutral lunar atmosphere are investigated theoretically. A non- 
uniformity is shown to result from the temperature variations and non-uniform gas source dis- 
tribution on the surface of the Moon. An integral equation governing the distribution of 
molecular fluxes, in the steady state, is formulated. This equation is solved by computer and 
analytical methods. Solutions are obtained and discussed for mass numbers ranging from 
hydrogen to the heavy gases. Characteristic relaxation times for approach to the steady state are 
estimated and found generally to be a small fraction of the synodic period. It is concluded that 
in all cases a marked anisotropy of molecular fluxes can be expected. By measuring these 
fluxes conclusions can be drawn about the distribution of gas sources, the physical properties of 
the surface and the composition of the lunar atmosphere. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In considerations of the lunar atmosphere in the literature (ls2) the models used generally 
assume a constant surface temperature or local equilibrium. The known strong variations of 
the surface temperature t3) however, suggest that the atmosphere cannot be in local equi- 
librium and that one can at most, expect a lunar atmosphere in the steady state. 

In this paper we investigate the properties of the atmosphere that are related to the 
anisotropy of molecular fluxes. This anisotropy, which is the manifestation of the lack of 
local equilibrium, is a result of the non-uniform surface temperature and the transport of 
gases around the Moon. Under certain assumptions these can be treated mathematically. 
This treatment provides us with a consistent theory and quantitative estimates for measur- 
able effects not obtained by other methods.(r*2,4*5) 

The underlying assumptions in the present development are : 

(a) The lunar atmosphere is an exosphere with the lunar surface as base.(r12) 

(b) The only field of force acting on neutral particles is the gravitational potential of a 
perfectly spherical Moon. 

(c) The Moon’s angular velocity can be neglected. 

(d) Gas sources originate underneath the surface. 

(e) Radiations from space have second-order effects only. 

Assumption (a) is significant since the lack of intermolecular collisions enables the 
atmospheric molecules to preserve the anisotropy imparted to them by the uneven temperature 
distribution and by the gravitational field. Assumption (d) includes the contribution of gas 
particles from outer space by considering them after they strike the surface and arere-emitted 
into the atmosphere. Assumption (e) refers in a certain sense not to a secondary factor since 
it is radiation from the Sun which governs the average density of the atmosphere.(lg2) 
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However, it will be shown that the characteristic transient and flight times of atmospheric 
molecules are of the order of hours or days so that they can hardly be affected by solar 
radiation which allows much larger life times (of the order of months).(1~2) For that reason 
we shall deal only with the neutral atmosphere from which the ionized fraction can be 
derived.(le2) 

Molecular fluxes near the lunar surface will be our main concern in this paper since they 
can be directly related to the transport of gas, to the surface temperature, and to gas emission 
laws. Other atmospheric parameters (such as numbers densities), both at the surface and at 
any distance from it, can be derived by straightfo~ard calculation once the fluxes are 
known. Also, fluxes are important from an experimental point of view since they are directly 
related to the response of pressure or density sensors. 

2. SPREAD OF GAS ORIGINATING IN POINT SOURCES 

We consider a gas source of strength, fi da, wherefi is the velocity dist~bution function 
of flux emitted from a unit area of the lunar surface and do, is the source area. Molecules 
emitted from this source describe elliptical trajectories due to assumptions (a) and (b). 
Figure 1 is a sketch of a trajectory of such a molecule, emitted at point 1 and striking the 

Fm.1. GEOMETRICPAIUMETEKSOFAMOLECTJLARTRAJE~TORY. 

surface at point 2. It can be shown (see Appendix A) that given an initial velocity B the 
following relation holds 

Y = v”/v& = sin @/(sin 0 + sin (219’ - O)> (11 

where 0 is half the angular range and 6’ is the angle the initial velocity vector makes with 
the normal to the surface (or the polar angle of the spherical coordinates 6’, 40’) as shown in 
Fig. 1; uesc is the escape velocity; y is the dimensionless kinetic energy and is equal to unity 
for the escape energy. 

An element of flux emitted at point 1 within the range of energies y, y + dy and the 
solid angle dW = sin6’ d6’ d$ is given by 

da,, da, = f da, dy da (2) 

where a>, is the flux density emitted at point 1. This flux will spread and strike an element 
of area da, = 2~,,~ sin 20 d@ d# around point 2. Dividing equation (2) by do, we get 

da, sin@’ ay 
d% = .fl 27 sina ao da’ 

0 
(3) 
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where @s is the flux density striking the surface at point 2 and r,, is the lunar radius. Com- 
bining equations (1) and (3) we get 

To find the total flux density at point 2 due to the point source at 1 we integrate equation 
(3a) trough 6’. 

da2 = 
da, 

2r02 sin2 0 sin 20 

(S 42 

012 

(y2j& sin 6’ sin 26’ d6 

s 42 

+ 
n/2--0/2 

(~~f3,_~ sin 6’ sin 26’ d6’ (4) 

Here y is regarded as a function of 6’ and 0 (equation 1). fi is the velocity distribution 
function and is therefore a function of y and 6’. The limits of the integrals express the fact 
that molecules with y > 1 escape to space and do not return to strike the surface. The two 
integrals take into account molecules that start towar& their target (angular distance 20) 
and those that start away from it but strike it from the other side of the Moon (angular 
distance 27~ - 20). Equation (4) enables us to calculate the flux density at any point on the 
lunar surface once we know or assume the velocity distribution function& 

The spread of flux from a single point on the Moon creates an anisotropic pattern of 
molecular fluxes. To see this we look for the unidirectional flux density’s) which is a function 
of orientation in space (or the spherical coordinates 6’, p’). From equation (1) and (2), and 
the symmetry of the molecular trajectories we have 

42 = g1bJ = go2 sin2 

sin 26’ A.o 
(5) 

where gI = f,/cos6 is the unidirectional source flux density and is the unidirectional 
striking flux density due to A@ which is half the angular extent of the source along the great 
circle between the points 1 and 2. 

As an illustrative example we assume a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for molecules 
emitted at the source. The source flux density can therefore be expressed by 

where 
g, = cyemEy (6) 

.=rn&c_ 340°K 

2kT T’ (64 

and C is independent of y . T and ,u are the surface temperature and the molecule’s mass 
number respectively. Combining equations (5) and (6), we get 

(7) 

Figure 2 is a polar diagram for Ag2 when hydrogen atoms strike a point at an angular 
distance of 20” from the source. Figure 3 is a similar diagram for argon. The case of hydro- 
gen is particularly interesting and will be discussed later. 
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FIG.2. U~~~IONALPLUXDENSI~OFHYDROGENATOMSEMITTEDFROMAPOINTSO~CEAT 
ANANGIJLARDISTANCEOF 20 = 20”(600kI$. 

FIG. 3. UNIDIRECTIONALFLTJXDENSITY OF ARGON ATOMSEMITTEDFROM AWINT SOURCE AT AN 
ANGULARDISTANCEOF 20 = 20”. 

TO THE SUN 

FIG. 4. COORDINATESOFA POINT PONTIIESURFACEOFTHE MOON. 
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3. EXTENDED SOURCES OF GAS 

To calculate the striking flux for any extended sources of gas, we integrate equation (4) 
over the surface of the Moon. We introduce the coordinates 6 and ~JJ as shown in Fig. 4. 
The element of surface area is then da, = ro2 sin8 dz9 dv so that from equation (4) we get 

~2(7%0, %I = 

sin 6 d6 dg, 

2 sin2 0 sin 20 
y2fl sin 6’ sin 26’ d6’ 

. 

s v-42 

+ y2fl sin 6’ sin 26’ d6’ 
1 

(8) 
r/2- o/2 

where GO, q,, are the coordinates of any fixed point on the surface. Cos 20 = cos G,, cos 6 + 
sin 8,, sin 6 cos (p, - v,,) and y = ~(0, 8’) as in equation 1. 

For the relation between the fluxes fi and Q2 we now make the following assumptions: 

(f) For every molecule that strikes the surface there is a probability (1 - E) to be re- 
emitted into the atmosphere. (E is the fraction of molecules absorbed after each such 
strike.) 

(g) Molecules that strike the surface accommodate to it so that the law of emission 
depends only upon the surface temperature and the molecular mass. 

Following assumption (g) we can express dQD, by 

da,, = @I(@, pl)f(pu, Y, T,~'v') dy dQZi (9) 

where a1 is the total flux density of molecules emitted from the surface. Due to assumption 
(f), Q/(1 - E) is the total flux density of molecules which struck the surface. The flux 
distribution functionf, is normalized with respect to y and the spherical coordinates 6’, v’. 
It is a function of 6 and v since the temperature T is also a function of 6 and q~. 

Starting from any initial flux distribution @‘i = ai(6, v), we get from equations (8) and 

(9) 

where 

K= 
sin 6 ml2 

2 sin2 0 sin 20 
y2f sin 6’ sin 26’ da’ + 

s 
y2f sin 6’ sin 26’ d6 (lOa) 

m/2--012 

0’i+1 is the flux distribution after all the molecules, emitted with @‘i have completed one 
jump through the atmosphere. The integer i is the number of jumps accomplished and is a 
discrete parameter of CD. We ignore temporarily the time which is a continuous parameter of 
@. The relationship between i and “time” will be investigated in section 6. 

If the recurrence relation (10) is applied successively the distributions @‘i,co will approach 
a limit which satisfies the integral equation 

(11) 

It can be shown, by the method of contraction mapping, that the solution of equation (11) 
is Q = 0. (The “contraction” is ensured since a fraction of the molecules is absorbed in the 
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surface and molecules with energies greater than the escape energy are lost to space so that 
any finite flux distribution will eventually decay to zero.) Therefore, to maintain a steady- 
state flux distribution there must be a steady source of gas. This we express by writing 

@(% %) = (1 - a)/S @(a, v)K(% vo, 6, ~1 da dg, + @s(@o, vol (114 

where <D, is the source flux distribution. Equation (10) (with the addition of <D,) is then the 
solution, by successive approximations of equation (1 la). 

4. STEADY STATE FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS 

Setting out to solve equation (1 la), we assume for the functionf of equation (9) 

where E = 340/T is defined in equation (6a). When n = 1, f is identical with the Maxwell- 
Boltzmann distribution, assumed by Opik and Singer.14) 

We can now calculate the average angular range of a molecule, 

@= 
sss 

Of sin 6’ dy d6’ d$ (13) 

For molecules with ,u > 1 we know from 6a that E > 1 so that the effective y satisfies 
y < 1 and equation (1) can be approximated by 

y = O/sin 28 (14) 

Combining equations (12-14) we get 

B = VT@ + 1)/4E 

The average number of jumps to spread over the entire surface of the Moon is now 
estimated by 

I = 27r/28 = 4E/(n + 1) (15) 
orinthecaseofn= 1, 

I=2E (15a) 

where E is some average value of E = 340 ,u/T. I can be considered as a characteristic 
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FIG. 5. THE TEMPERATURE T OF THE LUNAR SURFACE. 
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SOLAR ANGLE $-- 

FIG. 6. STEADY-STATE FLUX DENSITY DISTRIBU~ON FOR HYDROGEN ATOMS. 
A steady source cos 8 is assumed for the sunlit side of the Moon. The law of emission is 

given by equation (12) with n = 1. 

IO-- 

0, ----_J-_~50,rce , 

0” 30” 60” -90” 120” 150° 

SOLAR ANGLE j - 

FIG. 7. STEADY-STATE FLUX DENSITY DISTRIBUTION FOR HELIUM. 
A steady source cos 8 is assumed for the sunlit side of the Moon. The law of emission is 

given by equation (12) with n = 1. 

number of iterations in the approach to the steady state from any transient flux distribution. 
For an average temperature of 200°K we get Iu = 4 for hydrogen atoms and IHe = 14 for 
helium. Such iterations, as specified by equation (lo), were performed by a computer and 
the results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In these calculations, the surface temperature was 
assumed to have axial symmetry with the direction of the Sun as axis. Figure 5 shows the 
temperature as a function of solar angle based on Wesselink.(3) Since the thermal escape 
is the predominant escape mechanism E = 0 was also assumed. 

For molecules with ,u > 1, we have E > 1 and y < 1 (equations 12 and 13). This means 
that only low velocities and small angular ranges are effective in gas transfer from point to 
point. We therefore assume, for the present, that the lunar surface is an infinite plane 
around any given point and we calculate the flux density striking it. Figure 8 is a sketch of 
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FIG.% SKETCHOP FLATTFNED NEIGHBORHOOD ~PP~INT@~,&. 

Equation (16b) is the element of flux of molecules originating in the sectioned strip. 

such a flattened neighborhood of point (G,,, v,,). The element of flux striking this point is 

(16) 

From equation (12) we have f = f,( cos&)/~, so that integrating equation (16) through 
-co < a < +co we obtain 

d@,, = d61 
s s 

m 
f -?Idy 

4 (B---B,)/2 y 
(16a) 

Due to axial symmetry, which we denote as assumption (/z) a, is a function of 6 only. 
We limit ourselves to the case n = 1 in equation (12), and get 

E 
do, = (I)‘1 4 exp (-+$,I)dB (16b) 

This is the contribution to a2 of a strip of surface between the lines 6 = const. and 
6 + d6 = const. At this point we have to consider the curvature of the surface. In Appendix 
B it is shown that the curvature contributes a factor d(sinCJ/sintiJ to equation (16b) so 
that we can write, to first order 

where 

(17) 

K(&$);,, S) = 
( 
1 + i (8 -- 6,) cot I& )” (+-%I) -4 exp (17a) 

Equation (17) is a special case of equation (10) and the same considerations that led to 
equation (11) now lead to the integral equation 

s +a 
cD(79J = (1 - E) Q(@G%, 6) da + @&%) (18) --m 

where @ is the steady-state flux density. 
As before, @ can be obtained by iterations (equation 17), but here we may simplify the 

process by developing it into a power series. The integral equation 18 is converted to the 
differential equation 
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where 

1.=~_~(1?-z?o)“$exp(--~la-21,1)d~, n=0,1,2, 

and we assume that E < 1. On the sunlit side of the Moon we may approximate the integrals 
I, to first order and get I, = 1, II = -( 16/E3) E’ and IS = 8/E2. Equation (19) can therefore 
be approximated by 

~~+(2cot~~-~]0’-(cot~~~)6=0 (20) 

where a’, E and QD, are functions ofti,,. Here we have neglected ---~a + CD8 as small compared 

to 

(cot$30 Z) @. 

Equation (20) was solved numerically and the results are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10. 

.5 -. / 
, 

07 
0” 3d SO” 90” 120° Ed 180’ 

SOLAR ANGLE $-- 

FIG.~. STEADY-STATEFLUXDENSITY DISTRIBUTIONFORMASS~ N 4O(E = 100). 
A uniform source is assumed on the dark side of the Moon. The values t1 represent assumed 

lifetimes of molecules on the sunlit side. The curves are normalized to @ = 1 at the terminator. 

SOLAR ANGLE j-c-. 

FIG. 10. STEADY-STATE FLUX DENSIT~DISTRIBUTION FORMASS p ~1140. 

Values of E are assumed surface absorption coefficients for the dark side of the Moon. A 
constant flux crosses the terminator from the sunlit side. The gas is presumed to arise from the 
solar wind or radiation. The curves are normalized to @ = 1 at the terminator and rounded 

off in the transition region ~12 - 2/E < 6 < r/2 + 2/E. 
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On the dark side of the Moon the coefficient of 0 in equation (20) is zero and we can no 
longer neglect the terms - ~0 + Q’, of equation (19). These terms are closely related to the 
net transport of gas from sources to sinks. We can see this by writing the condition for the 
balance of fluxes in the steady state 

s 7r 

Q’, sin 6 d0 = so@ sin 6 d6 
0 s 0 

(21) 

equation (21) can be used to determine the boundary conditions for the solution of equation 
(19). We shall consider two cases: 

(1) E = 0 on the dark side. 

(2) @‘s = 0 on the dark side. 

Case 1 applies when gas steadily permeates from underneath the surface and the buildup of 
the atmosphere is checked by the steady depletion of gas, on the sunlit side, by solar radia- 
tions. Case 2 applies when the surface is absorbing a fraction E of the flux striking it and, 
in order to establish a steady state, a constant flux crosses the terminator from the sunlit 
side. The gas source, in this case, is presumed to originate in the solar wind or radiation. 

In case 1 we have E = 0, I,, = 1,1, = 0 and I, = 8/E2 so that equation (19) becomes 

Q” + cot&D’ + $ O’s = 0 (22) 

In Appendix B it is shown that equation (21) is equivalent to the values of 

and 

at the terminator. 6 is the average source flux density and ti is the lifetime, in seconds, of a 
molecule exposed to the Sun (such molecules are assumed to have a certain probability-due 
to solar radiations-of being ejected out of the atmosphere). Solutions of equation (22) 
are plotted in Fig. 9 for E = 100 (about mass 40) and ti = 105, lo6 and 10’ sec. 

In case 2 we have for equation (19) 

@J~+cot19@‘-+D=0 (23) 

In Appendix B it is shown that equation (21) for the boundary conditions is now equivalent 
to@_‘=Oat6=7rand 

$I:,, = - $ s 42 
0’S sin6 d6 at 6 = ?r/2 

0 

Numerical solutions of equation (23) are plotted in Fig. 10 for E = 100 and E = lw, 
1O-a and 10-2. 

These cases demonstrate the strong dependence of the distribution of heavy gases on the 
disposition of their sources and sinks. This dependence can be expressed in terms of the 
parameters (E2/4)08 and .a(E2/4) (equations 22 and 23, respectively) showing the relation 
between the mass number (,u or E), the absorption by the surface (E), the source intensity 
(@J and the non-uniformity of the flux density (a) on the dark side of the Moon. 
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5. UNIDIRECTIONAL FLUX DENSITIES 

The non-uniform distribution of flux densities over the surface of the Moon, discussed in 
the previous section, results in an anisotropy of the molecular fluxes at any given point in the 
atmosphere. To obtain a measure of this anisotropy, we calculated the unidirectional flux 
density at the lunar surface. 

We apply equation (5) to extended sources by integration 

With equations (9) and (12) this becomes 

g2 = sin 26’ s ~“+l~n+2~-Er 

8,=eonst.a) ~-l?(n + 1) sin2 0 
d@ (244 

with the integration along a great circle. For molecules with p > 1 equation (14) applies 
and we get 

gz(W = 
s 

O”@(S + 20)E”+1(G + 2O)O” exp [-EO/(sin 26’)] dO 

0 9i-r(n + 1) sinnfl 26’ (24b) 

Due to axial symmetry, E and 0 are functions of 6 only. For greatest anisotropy, the 
integration path here chosen is a great circle through the axis of symmetry. Expanding CD 
and E to first order we get from equation (24b) 

g2(@ = ; Q,(6) + @‘(a) 2(n + ‘) sin 26’ rrE (25) 

It is seen that, to first order, the anisotropy is directly related to the flux density gradient 
a’(8). In addition there is a marked dependence on the surface temperature and on the 
molecular mass: the anisotropy varies directly with the temperature and inversely with 
the mass (equation 6a). 

6. TRANSIENT FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS 

In previous sections we dealt with the gas distribution resulting from molecules jumping 
from point to point. To take into account the time of flight associated with each such jump, 
we write equation (10) with a time dependent a,. 

where t is time and At is the time of flight (a function of 0,S’). We do not solve equation 
(26) here, since many conclusions regarding transients can be drawn from the results already 
obtained in this paper; we direct our attention to the iterations of previous sections, each 
of which has a certain spread in time associated with it (due to the distribution of velocities). 

To calculate this spread in time we assume a gas heavy enough so that equation (14) is 
valid. The time of flight is then 

I = 2r,O/u sin6’ (27) 

Introducing a dimensionless time of flight we have from (27) 

7 = [7r/d(2)]t/&) = 71’2 cos 6 (27a) 
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where torb = 108 min is the period of a lunar satellite. We now calculate the probability 
that a molecule, emitted at time T = 0, strikes the surface in the interval dT around 7. From 
equations (9) and (12) we know that the probability of a molecule being in the element 
dC d$ dy is: 

df = (E”+1/27rI’(n + l)]y”e-EY sin 26’ d6’ dp7’ dy 

Transforming 8’ to G- and integrating through C$ we get 

(28) 

2E”+r 

df= r(n + 1) 
yn+fe-E)’ T d+r dy (2W 

Putting IE = 1 and integrating through y we get 

I‘ 

m 
df = rd7 iB 2E2eeEY dy = 2ETemETB &r (2W 

The lower limit of the integral ymin = 72 follows from equation (27a). The probability 
densityp,(r) now follows from equation (28b). 

pr(~) = 2ETe-*” (29 
We introduce the variable 

S z El/s7 (30) 
and get 

pi(S) = 2Se-@ (2W 

For successive jumps a recurrence relation follows 

P,lmJ = - &‘)e4so-S)a d,$’ 

where i, as before, is the number of jumps. When i is large we may use equation (30) with 
some average value for E so that S is also a dimensionless time but is independent of the 
molecular mass. It can be shown from equations (29) and (31) that 

p,(s) < 4s2i-le-@l ZjziP(i)P( i + ;j 

It therefore follows that 

s 05>i(S) dS -3 0 for o s <li(z)*i 
.&co e 

f 

* 
pa(S) dS + 0 for 

Sb 
S, > +(2) * i 

.&a3 

(324 

Wb) 

This means that for i > 1, the probability of finding a molecule in its ith jump is confined 
to the interval d(2)/ e . i < S < d(2) . i or expressed in dimensionless time 

(33) 

We conclude therefore that the ith jump or iteration, though spread in time, is confined 
to the interval (33). 

Assuming as an average time, r6 = iE- 1/Z for iteration i; we get, with the aid of equation 
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(Isa), an estimate for the characteristic transient time + 

+ = IE-1’2 = 2E+1/2 (34) 

For an average surface temperature of 200”K, we have l? = 1.7 ,u and the result 

5 = 2.6 $12 (34a) 

For hydrogen and xenon, we get +:h = 2.6 and Fz, = 30 respectively, or from 27a, 
?h N 2 hr and Ia, N 24 hr. These characteristics times are quite short compared to the 
synodic period (29.5 days). We can therefore expect the lunar atmosphere to be almost in a 
steady state; the flux distributions discussed in previous sections will follow the slowly 
rotating axis of symmetry which is pointing toward the sun. 

In calculating the spread in time we have ignored, in this section, the dwell times of 
molecules trapped in the solid lattices of the lunar surface. Taking these into account may 
increase the characteristic times to the order of the synodic period and more, so that the 
steady state may never be established for certain types of molecules. Consequently, it is seen 

that the physical and chemical composition of the surface are the factors which most affect 
the transient behavior of the lunar atmosphere. The inclusion of dwell times, however, 
would not contradict assumption (f), section 3, or any of the results up to section 6. In 
general, therefore, the steady state (when established) depends essentially on the temperature 
variations and the distribution of gas sources on the lunar surface. 

7. DISCUSSION 

We can now indicate some outstanding properties of the lunar atmosphere which arise 
primarily from the lack of collisions, surface temperature variations, and gas source 
distributions. 

1. In the case of point sources there is a considerable anisotropy of molecular fluxes. 
This is particularly striking for hydrogen atoms (Fig. 2) where the average velocity allows a 
sizable fraction of the emitted atoms to orbit around the Moon and to strike their targets 
from behind (Fig. 2). Letting 0 * + r in equation (5) we get Ag, = +gr which means that all 
the molecules with velocities Q < y < 1 are collected at the target. We see then that the 
Moon, assumed to be a perfect sphere, acts as a double focussing lens with object and image 
points which coincide. This suggests that lunar-based molecular beam experiments can be 
used to measure perturbations in the gravitational field and other forces. 

2. In the case of extended sources of the light gasses, hydrogen and helium, there is a 
non-uniform distribution of flux densities over the surface. This is governed mainly by the 
thermal escape flux in the case of hydrogen. Figure 6 shows that the flux density of hydrogen 
follows closely the source flux. In this case the escape flux is so high that the atmosphere has 
to be maintained by a substantial source and only a small accumulation is possible on the 
dark side of the Moon. (The source is assumed to be the solar wind.) 

In the case of helium the escape flux is small enough to allow a sizable accumulation, 
particularly on the dark side of the Moon. This accumulation is largely a result of the 
temperature difference across the terminator. Atoms emitted on the sunlit side strike deeper 
into the dark side than vice versa. Therefore, a higher flux density is required on the dark 
side to maintain, in the steady state, the balance of fluxes across the terminator. Once inside 
the dark region the gradually diminishing area of rings of increasing latitudes concentrate 
the flux density more and more in order to maintain the balance of fluxes. In Appendix B 
this is shown to be directly related to the asymmetry of the kernel. 
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3. For the heavy gases the thermal escape flux is extremely small and very large accumu- 
lations of gas are possible. The magnitudes of the steady state fluxes may now be determined 
by factors other than thermal escape. (Lo) The considerations of section 4 show that, again, 
as in the case of the light gases, non-uniform distributions of gas over the surface of the 
Moon can be expected. On the sunlit side the flux distribution is largely governed by the 
surface temperature variations. On the dark side, where the temperature is practically 
constant, the flux distributions depend in a very sensitive way on the gas source (and sink) 
distributions. Due to the short range of heavy molecules, any net transport of gas along 
the surface results on an appreciable density gradient. This is clearly demonstrated in 
Figs. 9 and 10 where the sources are assumed to originate on the sunlit and the dark sides 
respectively. 

4. The non-uniform distribution of gas over the surface of the Moon is coupled with a 
marked anisotropy of molecular fluxes. This is shown in section 5 (equation 25) and is 
essentially a consequence of the lack of collisions in the lunar atmosphere. The transport 
of gas from sources to sinks (absorptions by the surface or loss to space) is governed by 
density and temperature gradients on the surface. No “average translation velocity” can 
therefore be imparted to the molecules and the transport of gas can only be maintained by 
such gradients of considerable magnitude. Gas “pressure” is conspicuously absent as a 
relevant physical parameter. 

5. The establishment of the steady state is a result of a continuous migration of molecules 
jumping from point to point on the lunar surface. As shown in sections 2-5, the steady state 
is achieved without reference to time and depends only upon the way molecules spread 
around their points of emission. This spread, expressed by equation (lO-12), depends 
upon the physical nature of the lunar surface through the velocity distribution function f. 
The fact that gas molecules striking the surface can be expected to accommodate to it 
thermally makes f strongly dependent on the surface temperature. Information from other 
physical parameters is obliterated by the random nature of thermal agitation. Molecules 
trapped in the solid lattices of the surface, for instance, may be slowed considerably in their 
reemission to the atmosphere. As far as the steady state is concerned this retardation can be 
compensated for by a greater (steady) density of molecules 0. Transients in @, on the 
other hand, may preserve information on the physics of the lunar surface, as indicated in 
the conclusion of section 6. The steady state, then, depends on the temperature, but not in 
a unique way since the accommodation of molecules to the surface may not be complete 
and may be dependent upon local surface conditions. One should therefore consider dis- 
tributions f other than the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Whatever the distribution 
function may be, it strongly reflects the properties of the lunar surface and its environment. 
Hence such properties could be determined experimentally by measuring fluxes in the lunar 
atmosphere. The methods used in this paper, by relating such fluxes to the distribution 
function should therefore prove valuable in the design and interpretation of such experiments. 
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APPENDIX A 

The relation between the parameters y, 0 and 6’ of a molecular trajectory 

The equation of an ellipse describing the trajectory can be written in polar coordinates 

rp w 
r = R/(1 - c0 cos v) (A-l) 

where so is the eccentricity and R is the radius of curvature at y = 0. The axis of the polar 
coordinates is the axis of symmetry in Fig. 1. At the peak of the trajectory (w = 0) the 
acceleration is normal to the trajectory and is given by 

vm2/R = grD2/r, (A-2) 

where g is the acceleration of gravity, v, and r, are the velocity and the radius vector 
respectively at that point. But from equation (A-l) we have r, = R/(1 - ee) and r, = 

R/G - e. cos 0) so that equation (A-2) becomes 

v ?n 2 = gro(l - coz)[(l - e0 cos 0) (A-2a) 

From the conservation of the energy we have 

v2/2 - gro2/r0 = 0~~12 - gro2/r, (A-3) 

Introducing the new variable y = ~2~2gro, equations (A-2a) and (A-3) yield 

y = 1 - ro/r, + yrn = 1 - (1 - co2)/2(1 - co cos 0) (A-3a) 

For so = 1 the trajectory extends to infinity (equation A-l). From equation (A-3a) this 
corresponds to y = 1 or u = (2gro)lf2 which is indeed the escape velocity. To determine so 
we refer to equation (A-l) and Fig. 1. We have tan6’ = ro~(dr~d~)o = (1 - &o cos O)/ 
Ed sin 0 or 

E = cos ?Y/cos (sl - 0) (A-4) 

Combining equations (A-3a) and (A-4) we get 

y=l- 
COG (V - 0) - cos%Y 

2 sot (St - 0) sin@’ sin 0 

=l-.. 
sin 

(26’ @sin 
- 0 sin 0 

E sin 0 + sin (29’ - 0) sin 0 sin 0 + sin (26’ 0) (A-5) - . 

APPENDIX B 

Heavy gas distribution on the dark side of the Moon 

We assume a constant, large value for E = 34O/(T),u and develop the kernel of equation 
(10) in terms of inverse powers of E. We also assume the velocity distribution function f 
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of equation (12) with n = 1 and get 

sin 6 

s 

7@ 
K= 

2 sin2 0 sin 20 ~12 
yzf din 26’ sin 6’ d6 

sin 6 

s 

n/a E2 

= 2 sin2 0 sin 20 
3 -EY sin2 26’ d6’ 

e/z ?G ’ e 
(B-l) 

rhe second term of the kernel in equation (10) can be neglected because it accounts only 
for values of y > 4 which would make it of order e@j2 compared to the term retained in 
equation (B-l).] 

We transform 6’ to y with 0 held constant, using the relation 

y = sin @/(sin 0 + sin (28’ - O)> 
(equation l), and get 

and 
d6’ = riil: tan 0 dy/2yu/[(y + tan2 0)2 - tan2 0/cos2 01 

sin2 26’ = sin2 @yy2 @ (1 - y & d[(b + tan2@? - tan2 0/cos2 O]}” 

With new variables x and a given by x = y + tan2 0 and a = tan Ojcos 0 equation (B-l) 
becomes 

K = g2 sin &Ptan’Q 
s 

m eFEx dx 1 

a 2/(x2 - a2) cos* 0 
+ a2 + 2(x2 - a2) - 1 

E2 
=- 

87r 
sin~~tanz~ 

[( 
& + 02) - &,(Ea) + 3 * K;(Ea) - E20FiG * am] 

(B-2) 
where &, and Kr are the Modified Bessel Functions of order 0 and 1 respectively. The upper 
limit of the integral in (B-2) replaces 

4 + tan2 0 and 1 + tan2 0 by co 

because only the neglect of factors of order e-E’2 is involved. Note that factors in the square 
brackets with &1/(x2 - a) cancel upon integration and are therefore omitted in equation 
(B-2). We expand eEtan*’ ’ m a power series and get 

E2 tan2 0 E4 tan4 0 
E + 2Ee +.** 1 

. [( & 4 Q~) * K,(Ea) + y * &(Ea) - EfEi o + &(Ea)] (B-3) 

With a new variable t given by 
t=EsinO 

we have Ea = t(1 + t2/E2), Etan 0 = t(1 + t2j2E2) l/cos4 0 = 1 + 2t2/E2 
and 

(B-4) 

&(Ea) = K,(t) - f * K,(t). 
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In these expansions we neglect terms or order l/E2 or higher. Opening the brackets of 
equation (B-3) and rearranging terms we get 

E2 sin 6 
K=- 

877 
K,(t) + ; [t2. K,(t) - 2t * K,(t)] 

+ $ [ (; + 3t2) . K,(t) - (3t3 - 2t). Kl(t)]] (B-5) 

Assuming axial symmetry for our problem we note that the flux density 0 of the integral 
equation (11) is a function of 6 only and get 

a(%) = (1 - ~)so;c(ryb.@Q(@ d@ + @s(%) 

where 

From spherical trigonometry we know that 31 and 0 are related by: 

cos 20 = cos6, cos6 + sin6, sin6 cos (91 - ~1~) 

Therefore, from equations (B-4) and (B-7) we obtain: 

dp, = 4t dt/E sin 6, sin 8 (t 2 - b2) 

(B-6) 

(B-7) 

where 

b = IEsin’$i 

1 
t2-b2 \ 

i - E2 sin 6, sin 8) 1 (B-8) 
(B-9) 

The kernel K(8,,,6) of equation (B-6) now becomes 

where the term d[l 
before, changing the 
in the form 

where 

- (t2 - b2)/E2 sin6, sin61 has been expanded in powers of 1/E2. As 
upper limit introduces only errors of order e-*12. We write the above 

A=2 s m 
t dt 

- &(t) = ecb 
7~ b d(t2-b2) 

(B-10) 

&2 ~ 
s 
bm2/(r:t b2) {t2 - K,(t) - 2t * K,(t)} = e-“{b2 - b - l} 

c=1 
s 

OD 
tdt ((“+ 3r2). 

rr I, 2/(t2-b2) 4 
K,(t) - (3t3 - 2t) * K,(t) + 2 ,;?a ;lB * K,(t) 

0 I 

1 
- _- 

2 
b4 - 4b3 - b2 + b + 1 + sinb8’s:n 6 

0 

2 
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We note from equation (B-P) that A, B and C are symmetric functions with respect to 6 
and &,. However, the kernel K(r!& 8) is asymmetric due to the factor d(sin #sin Go). This 
expresses the fact that flux originating from an elementary ring with constant 6 and striking 
a ring with &, will spread or contract depending whether & < 6 or 6 > &, respectively. 
To find the steady state flux distribution we apply the integral equation (1 l), expanding CD in 
inverse powers of E. First we have 

We now introduce a new variable 

B=+80) (B-l 1) 

apply equation (B-10) for K(@,,, 6), and get 

(B-12) 

The limits of the integral replace (E/2)(77 - eo) and -(E/2)@\,. This approximation is valid 
provided i$ > 2/E and rr - &, > 2/E. If we now assume E < 1, and expand l/(sin G/sin Go) 
in a power series in 6, we obtain the following from equation (B-12) 

s@(6)=@(8){-1 +f~_~AdS+~S_~~~~CotB+B]dB 

+ @“(@($[_TB2A dB) + a,(@) (B-13) 

This is a second order di~erential equation that the flux density Q, has to satisfy. Derivatives 
of order higher than 2 will contribute terms of order l/E3 which for large E can be neglected, 
except near a possible singularity. 

In evaluating the coefficients of this differential equation integrals containing integrandt 
which are odd functions of j3 vanish by inspection, so that we have 
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Using now the expressions (B-10) for A, B and C and (B-9) and (B-11) for the relation 
between b and /I we obtain zero for the right hand side coefficient of CD so that equation 
(B-14) reduces to 

In the steady state the boundary conditions for this equation are obtained from the 
following relation which expresses the balance between the total source flux and that 
absorbed in the surface 

s 
“Q, sin6 d6 = 

Vr 
E@ sin 6 d6 (B-16) 

0 s 0 

Equations (B-15) and (B-16) determine the steady state distribution on the dark side of the 
Moon. 

The net flux, F, can be calculated directly, utilizing the definition of K (equation 10). 
We have 

s @o 
F= 2rrro2 sin 6, d6, 

s 
“K&, G)@(6) de 

0 80 

s 

r 

- 2nro2 sin 6 d6 o’°K(b, SJD(S,) d& (B-l 7) 
80 s 

where @,, Q 6 G 71 and 0 G 6, G 0,,. This is the net flux crossing latitude $,-, from all over 
that part of the Moon for which 6 > 6,. From equations (B-10) and (B-9) we have, for 
large E, near the terminator 

F-_2nr:[ ~o’odB1~~exp (- ; 1% - 61) [@(Go) + (6 - &,)@‘(@o)] d6 

- ~Jo”~exp (- ; 16 - 811) [@(Go) + (6, - Go)@‘(ao)] dzP,) 

where Q(8) was expanded, to first order, in powers of 6 - go. Performing the integrations 
we get 

F = 2nro2 i2 Q’n,2 

We now show that in the case when E = 0 on the dark side (case 1 of section 4) equation 
(B-16) gives, as boundary conditions, the values of @ and @’ at 6 = 7r/2. To see this we 
calculate the net flux crossing the terminator from the dark to the sunlit sides. This flux is 

7l 
F= 

s 
2nro2 sin 6 d6Qs(6) = 2rrro2m, (B-19) 

VI2 

where 5, is the average source flux density and r, is the radius of the Moon. Combining 
equations (B-18) and (B-19) we have 

@& = 4 G-, (B-20) 

To get CD,,, we estimate the loss of flux on the sunlit side. Assume a life time I, for mole- 
cules exposed to the Sun. From equations 27a and 33 of section 6 we have for the average 
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number of jumps during a lifetime: it s E1j2~, = E112 (~=)/2/(2)t,/t,,~. We have therefore 
an estimate for E on the sunlit side by putting 

E = l/it = 9 tor,,/l/Etl - 3 x lo3 sec/z/(E)tl (B-21) 

Equation (B-16) now becomes 

s 

7-1’~ 0 sin6 
2G, = - 

0 1/Pxm d6* 

The integral was evaluated numerically from the results of section 4 and found to be 
0*31@,,,,/2/[E(~r/2)] so that we have 

am12 GS 1/(E) $- ms 
set 

(B-22) 

Equations (B-20) and (B-22) are the boundary conditions that uniquely determine the 
solution of equation (B-15) (or equation 21) with E = 0 on the dark side of the Moon. 
Solutions for E = 100 and t, = 105, lo6 and 10’ set are plotted in Fig. 9. 

We now consider the case when there is absorption on the dark side (case 2 of section 4) 
and evaluate the right hand side of equation (B-16). From equation (B-15) with OS = 0 
we have 

E2 m 

s 

n 

4 742 
E!# sin6 d6 = 

s 
d(@’ sin S) = lim (0’ sin 8) - (I$2 (B-23) 

n/e 8-rrr 

The integral on the left hand side of equation (B-16) is the normalized net flux crossing the 
terminator from the sunlit to the dark side. From equation (B-18) this is just -(4/E2)o$,. 
Equation (B-16) therefore reduces to -@$2 = lim (0’ sin@ - @L,2. This relation is 
satisified only by the non-singular solution of equation (B-15), i.e. the one for which 0’,’ = 0. 

Pe3Ionre-TeopeTmecKM mcne~ymTcs cBoPcTBa KetiTpanbKoi nyH~0ti aTMoc@epbI. 

OBHapymllBaeTcs, 9TO HepaBHOMepHOCTb RBJIReTCH pe3yJIbTaTOM TeMnepaTypHbIX 

Kone6aHd II KepaBHoMepnoro pacnpeneneHm ~CT~~HIIK~B ra3a Ha nosepxHocTH 

JIyHbI. (DopMympyeTcH nKTerpanbKoe ypaBHeme, perympymqee pacnpeneneHHe 

MOJIeKyJTHpHbIX IIOTOKOB, B yCTaHOBHBIUeMCR COCTOHHIIII. 3TO ypaBHeHIle peIIIaeTCH 

MeTOAaMH BbIqllCJIeHHR II aHaJIH3a. nonysaIoTccI EI o6cyHcnamTca peluems AJIFI 

MaCCOBbIX wCeJI B AnanaaoHe OT BoAopoJJa ~0 TRmeJIbIX ra30B. YTOYHHIOTCFI XapaK- 

TepHbIe nepllOAb1 peJIlIKCaqHH, npenmecTByIoane yCTaHOBHBIIIeMyCH cOCTO~~HHE~, 

KOTO~~I~RBJISUOTCR,B o6qeM, He6O~bmOti~OJIetiCllHO~H~eCKOrOnep~o~a. 3aKJIIOuaIOT, 

'JTO BO BCeX CJIy'IafIX MO)KHO OXrHHaTb 3aMeTHyEO aHH3OTpOIIHIO MOJIeKyJIapHbIX 

IIOTOKOB. ~yTeMI13MepeHII~3T~XpOTOKOBMOryT66ITbC~e~aHhIBbIBO~bIOTHOCIlTeJIbHO 

pacnpeaeneHnR HCTO~HEIKOB ra3a, @3wecKnx CBO~CTB nosepxKocTH II cocTaBa 

JIyHHOti aTMOC#epbI. 


